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our privacy policy.# `slim-fast` [![Stories in Benchmarks.js]( ## Build Setup ```bash npm install ``` Then check your environment variables to set the proper
`BENCHMARKS_ROOT` value. ## Benchmark Results ```bash npm run build && benchmarks ``` Run `npm run build` to re-build the entire repo and re-run `benchmarks`. ##
Benchmark Details The benchmark is a fast benchmark for different components in Slim Framework 3. Each benchmark will fetch a few components. Components can use
different caching middleware or an alternative cache based on a redis key. Components include Http Kernel, FastRoute, FastCGI, Cache, a container and more... ## Contribution
Guidelines If you'd like to contribute to this project, please see [CONTRIBUTING](CONTRIBUTING.md). President Trump on Sunday blasted Fox News' Chris Wallace, as he
once again lambasted the network's coverage of his administration. "Don't be upset with me because I'm the only one on your network," he told Wallace on "Fox News Sunday."
"You ask me a question, I answer it. You'll have a question, I answer it — unlike the nonsense you see on CNN and MSNBC." After the interview, Wallace took to Twitter to
defend his own coverage, calling out the president for passing up an opportunity to "question the president's defenders who say the press is unfairly targeting President Trump."
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